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MAIN FEATURES

Model:  KOBRA FLEXPACK
Article Code:  99.947
EAN Code:  8 026064 999472

ECO-FRIENDLY 
CARDBOARD RECYCLING MACHINE

MADE IN ITALY

Throat width: 17 inch

Entry height: 0.8 inch

Grid dimension: 3/16 x 3 15/16 inch

Material: cardboard, up to 600 lb/hour

Speed: 50 ft/min

Noise level: 58 dB(A)

Voltage: 115 Volt / 60 Hz

Power: 2.9 HP

Dimensions (WxDxH): 27 x 20 x 46 inch

Net weight: 310 lb

Datasheet n.145 rev.10

OPTION

for safe deliveries of any product. to provide dust free padding mats.

REMARKABLE TOUCH 
SCREEN PANEL

ADJUSTABLE 
CUSHIONING VOLUME 
OF HARD CARTON

FILLING MATERIAL FROM 
CORRUGATED CARDBOARD

DCS-500 COMPLETE DUST 
COLLECTION SYSTEM

Kobra Flexpack is the ideal ecological and economical solution when it comes to packaging material. Kobra Flexpack simultaneously cuts 
and perforates cardboard to create high-quality packaging material. This will help to save costs, time and to protect the environment. 

 ■ Kobra Flexpack transforms used cardboard boxes into filling material either as a packing and cushioning material or as a filling material for 
safe deliveries of any product.

 ■ The cushioning volume of the output is adjustable through a specifically designed tension system. 

 ■ Kobra Flexpack has an adjustable working width with scale enabling the user to optimize the measure of the packaging material according to 
the sizes of the boxes. Moreover, it has a large and convenient carton support table ensuring easy operation. 

 ■ Kobra Flexpack carries the latest Touch Screen Technology: it utilizes a remarkable touch screen keypad where functions are activated by simply 
touching the panel. Flexpack also shows a LED load meter indicating the work load on the machine. 

 ■ It comes with an hour meter to help keep records of scheduled cleaning, maintenance and usage time intervals. This standard feature also helps 
with filter replacement schedule on machines equipped with the optional DCS-500 system.

 ■ The unit produces very low noise level on a 24-hour continuous duty operation and carries a very high-efficiency motor that can save 
considerable electrical energy cost. It plugs into a standard 115 Volt outlet. 

 ■ Super Potential Power Unit: chain drive system with steel gears.

 ■ It stands out for its sturdy and robust Kobra power unit and for its Kobra high carbon grade steel cutting knives. 

 ■ Kobra Flexpack is equipped with an emergency off switch for user safety. 

 ■ It is a stand-alone / free standing unit, easy to move, equipped with castors and parking brake.


